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Advertising That is Advertising

T

H E following incident is reprinted
from The Sabean for April, 1923:
"An acquaintance went to a small florist
shop upon request of his wife to purchase a
plant. He lived in an apartment. Both
he and his wife were city-bred and knew
nothing about the proper care of plants.
If all the plants they purchased had sur-

vived, a small greenhouse would have been
required to house them.
"The florist asked, 'Do you live in a
house or an apartment?' and on being told
by my friend that it was the latter, he asked
'Do you have a porch?' The reply was in
the negative.
"Then the florist surveyed his stock and
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selected a hardy fern—certainly not the
most expensive bit of plant life in the shop.
In detail he explained to the prospective
customer how to care for the fern, adding,
'If you do the things I tell you that fern
will last you a year, perhaps two.'
"It was a sale. The man carried the
fern home and repeated the instructions
to his wife. The fern grew and grew,
continually shooting out fresh fronds to
replace the old ones that turned brown and
crisp as the months passed. This fern,
because of the florist's unsolicited advice,
lived long beyond the promised period.
"Poor business for the florist, you say.
If he'd kept his advice to himself perhaps
he'd have sold three or four ferns in the
same period of time.
"But while the fern was growing, so was
the bank account of the chap who bought
it. He was buying a home—with a porch
—and with window boxes and a fine little
yard which required some shrubbery and
an English box hedge.
"He went back to the florist who sold
him the fern in the apartment house days,
rejecting bids from bigger florists and
landscape gardeners who got his name from
a new building list company. His order for
the planting work was placed with the little
florist who seemed to care more that a plant
should thrive than that he would accomplish a certain turnover of stock. The check
received in payment was around $600.
"The acquaintance related this purely as
an incident. The florist in going out of his
way to explain the care of that fern was
either building better than he actually
knew or was shrewd enough to know he was
practising a super salesmanship, by creating confidence, that must pay big dividends."
No mention is made in the above incident as to the different forms of advertising of which the small florist availed
himself. Whether or not he had a budget
providing an amount for paid advertising,
there can be no doubt but that the type of
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service which he was rendering contributed
the most to the security of his future business. And is not this the only kind of
advertising which is lasting? Advertising
through good work is not only to be commended upon ethical principles, but it is
the strongest foundation upon which the
growth and continuity of a sound business
may rest.
The florist also took into consideration
the needs, environment, and the financial
resources of his customer before making his
selection. Perhaps the florist learned his
lesson from plant life, where adaptation to
a changing environment is essential to continued existence. That this principle is
just as true in the industrial world is
evident by watching one industry supersede another. The professional accountant
also should adapt himself to the situation
in hand, having due regard for the needs
of the client, and being ever watchful that
the client is receiving a maximum of efficient service for his money. Under such
circumstances, there would be no need to
worry about the future. The certainty of
success would be as definite as the existence of the Rock of Gibraltar.
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